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MyTRUMPF

OCI connection to 

E-Shop

OCI – the interface between your merchandise management system and the 
TRUMPF E-Shop.

The OCI function enables you to purchase your spare parts conveniently and efficiently. You can enjoy the many benefits of our TRUMPF 

E-Shop while complying with your internal approval processes and standards. Connect your merchandise management system (ERP) 

directly to the TRUMPF E-Shop.
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Order the right parts more quickly.

Create lists of favorite parts so you can reorder them as often 

as you need to. Identify your machine parts in the exploded 

views and order them directly. Or use our Quick Order function 

to place an order directly using material numbers.

OCI connection to MyTRUMPF: Intelligent interface.

01

Enjoy the benefits of the E-Shop.

Enjoy the full benefits of the TRUMPF E-Shop, but order 

through your own merchandise management system with the 

release and order processes you know well.

04

Bespoke prices and availability.

Personalized customer prices and availabilities can be 

accessed in real time and no longer have to be stored and 

updated in the ERP system.

02

Save time when ordering.

Save precious time when ordering in future, as manual double 

entry in your ERP system is no longer necessary. Dynamic 

data transfer means there is also no need for time-consuming 

master data maintenance. You don't even need to log into 

MyTRUMPF.

05

Quick setup.

The standard interface lets you integrate OCI without any 

major IT expenditure. You also don't need any additional 

hardware to transmit data via the interface.

03

Reduce error sources.

Automated data transfer eliminates error sources, such as 

transposed digits.

06

Ordering with the OCI interface couldn't be any easier.
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Just five steps for extremely easy setup!

Check whether all 

items on the checklist 

apply to your company.

Apply for your personal 

OCI link using our 

online form (link 

below).

Once generated, the 

OCI link is sent in an e-

mail.

Set up the 

OCI interface to 

TRUMPF in your

ERP system.

Enjoy the full benefits 

of the TRUMPF OCI 

interface right away.

Review the 

checklist.

Request the 

OCI link.
Receive the 

OCI link.

Set up the 

interface.

Use the OCI 

interface.

01 02 03 04 05

The OCI – Open Catalog Interface.

In brief, OCI is an open, standardized interface for sharing product information between independent systems. It facilitates the

transfer of product data in the form of digital catalogs between the customer's ERP or merchandise management systems and 

the TRUMPF E-Shop.The user accesses TRUMPF's current catalog data online via standard Internet protocols.

The aim of the OCI is to use the TRUMPF E-Shop for research and product selection and to integrate the product data into the 

ERP system without having to manually store full details for all data. The product information is integrated into the ordering 

process via the OCI interface. The order is then transmitted from and booked via the customer's ERP system directly.

Standard developed by SAP.

SAP developed the OCI standard and also coined the term 'PunchOut', a mechanism by which the SAP system redirects the 

user to an external shop system. This system setup can now also be used for the connection between any systems. SAP is not a 

mandatory requirement.

Set up your OCI interface today.

Check whether your company supports the OCI interface to our TRUMPF E-Shop. You can easily access the checklist online or 

find it on the last page. You can also request the OCI link on the website mentioned below or simply contact your customer 

service center directly.

Email: oeminfo@us.trumpf.com

Or ask your customer service center.Request OCI link online now.

Go to the website mentioned below, review the checklist 

and request your OCI link directly.

Now read the checklist and request the OCI link directly.

www.trumpf.com/s/0un421

http://www.trumpf.com/s/0un421
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Does your merchandise management system (ERP) have an OCI module?

OCI is a standard interface that can be integrated into a range of merchandise management systems using different modules. 

The same module can be used for different interfaces or suppliers. Already using OCI? That's great news! If not, ask your 

IT department to add an OCI module to your merchandise management system.

Do you have to place your TRUMPF orders using your merchandise 
management system?

OCI lets you use the functions of the E-Shop, such as the search and exploded views, but you can order as usual through your 

merchandise management system. This gives you the best of both worlds at your personalized customer price. If you don't 

necessarily have to order via your merchandise management system, you can use the fully automated MyTRUMPF order 

process for a complete overview of all your machines and orders.

How often do you place an order with TRUMPF manually?

It doesn't matter how many orders you place, OCI is free and easy to set up. Another benefit is the option to use the favorites list 

to store your usual orders. If you don't order from us very often, we can help with part selection using exploded views and 

machine-specific orders.

Are you already registered for MyTRUMPF?

If you are already registered with MyTRUMPF, you can use it to conveniently request an OCI link today. If you don't yet have a 

MyTRUMPF account, you can register for free. Once we have confirmed your account, you too can request your link to enjoy all 

the benefits of OCI.

What information is sent to you? (optional)

The following information is currently transferred to your merchandise management system in a standardized form:

Checklist: What do I need to set up an OCI connection to MyTRUMPF?

Information

OCI code Explanation Example

NEW_ITEM-QUANTITY Quantity of materials 10

NEW_ITEM-UNIT Unit of materials Pieces

NEW_ITEM-VENDORMAT TRUMPF material number 123456

NEW_ITEM-DESCRIPTION Material description Protective glass

NEW_ITEM-PRICE Price 12.34

NEW_ITEM-PRICEUNIT Price per unit 1 (=Default value)

NEW_ITEM-CURRENCY Currency Euro

NEW_ITEM-CUSTFIELD1 Machine number assigned to the order A0230A1722

NEW_ITEM-LEADTIME Delivery period to the customer site in days 5

NEW_ITEM-VENDOR The TRUMPF supplier ID of the customer "TRUMPF", "3123123"


